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One day in June, Mathew, Addem and Sumantha were in math
class. All of a sudden, their teacher received a letter that said:
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So she asked Mathew, Addem and Sumantha to because
they were really awesome at math.
CHOOSE AN ADVENTURE
They say:
No: Page 3

Yes: Page 4
Page 2

Their teacher got really mad because they said no.
"You refuse to save the king? YOU'RE EXPELLED! Now go back
and choose a different answer!" she yelled.
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Page 3

They say yes, and Ms. Delilah is happy. "Now, goodbye!" They started
to leave, but she stopped them, "I forgot - you need to solve Count Algebra's
questions to proceed with your journey to his castle."
"OK," they said.
"Good luck!"
They started on their journey, and were exhausted when they
reached a wall. The only way to get through was to solve an algebra question.
"This must be what she meant/' Mathew realized.
"Of course!" Addem said.
"Duh," Sumantha said, "I'll solve this easy! X+17=6x3."
"How do you do it?" they asked.
"Well, we need to find out what X is. First we need to figure out 6x3."
"You're right!" Mathew exclaimed.
"Which is 18. So what plus 17 equals 18?"
CHOOSE AN ADVENTURE
17+
13: page 5

=18

7: Page 6

1: Page 7
Page 4

Addem typed 13 in a keypad and they were about to be disintegrated
because they got it wrong so they climbed into a time machine they found nearby
and travelled back to page 4.

Page 5

Mathew typed 7 into a keypad. A black hole showed up out of no where
because they got it wrong. They were sucked in and were sent back to page 4,
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Page 6

Sumantha typed 1 into a keypad. The answer was correct and the wall
broke in half. They continued on the path.
Then Mathew asked, "Sumantha, how did you know that X was one?"
"Well, it's simple. We already knew that 3x6=18, and that X+17 would
equal 18. So I subtracted 17 from 18. 18-17=1, so X=1." she explained.
"Oh," Mathew said, "that makes more sense!"
They walked for a while until they found another wall blocking the path
to the evil Count's castle.
"Oh no!" Addem sighed.
"C'mon," Sumantha encouraged, "this will be easy! I just taught you how
to do algebra!"
Mathew said, "The question is Y-5=7x5."
"So we need to do 7x5, right?" Addem asked.
"Yeah!" Sumantha smiled.
"We know that! 7x5=35!" Mathew exclaimed.
"Right. So now we add 5 to 35 to find out what Y is." Sumantha
confirmed.
CHOOSE AN ADVENTURE
35+5 equals ...
92:Page 8

40:Page 10

45:Page 9

Page 7

Addem typed 92 into a keypad. Because he got it wrong, they
watched in horror as a huge foot came out of the wall and kicked them all
the way bacU oRag..e-=--.
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Mathew typed 45 into a keypad. He got it wrong, and a giant
quicksand pit came out from under their feet and they were sucked in and
shot out again on page 7.

Page 9

Sumantha typed 40 into a keypad. They got it right, and a hole
formed in the wall. They stepped through and proceeded with their
adventure. "How did you know?" Mathew asked.
"Well, again, Y=35+5, and 35+5=40, so Y=40." Sumantha explained.
"You're awesome at this!" he exclaimed,
They were very happy because they thought they were almost
there when they came across a golden gate.
"Aw, come on!" complained Addem.
Sumantha encouraged, "Think positive! We can do this!"
"Mx3=10+5." Addem noted.
"This may be tricky... " Mathew said, discouraged.
"It's OK! We can do it together!" Sumantha said positively, "So do
you remember what we're supposed to do?"
"Add 5 to 10," Addem said happily, "which is 151"
"Then what we do is divide 15 by 3 to find what M is!" Mathew
remembered,
CHOOSE AN ADVENTURE
Mis...
5: Page 13

4: Page 11

7: Page 12
Page 10

Sumantha typed 4 into a keypad after Mathew guessed it. He got it
wrong, and zombies appeared out of the wall. They ran and ran until they were
on page 10 again.
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Page 11

Mathew typed 7 into a keypad. Because he got it wrong, a cannon
appeared. A giant hand came out of the gate and dropped them in the
cannon. They were shot back to page 10.
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Page 12

Addem typed 5 in a keypad, and the gate opened, allowing them
onto a walkway. They could see Count Algebra's castle in the distance. "I
got it right!" Addem shouted in excitement.
"How?" Mathew asked in admiration.
"Well, we knew that 10+5=15, and I figured out 15 divided by 3
was 5, so M=5!" Addem explained.
"Good jobl" Sumantha congratulated.
"Thanks!" He blushed.
So they walked along the path until they finally reached Count
Algebra's castle.
"We're therel" They squealed.
"Wait a minute ... " Addem reaJized something. "There's another
algebra question on the drawbridge!"
"Let me try! Let me try!" Mathew pushed them out of the way.
"Q divided by 2=44+2! So we need to find out 44+2, which is 46."
"So we need to find out 46x2 to find out what Q is."
CHOOSE AN ADVENTURE

46x2 is...
92: Page 16

67: Page 14

98: Page 15
Page 13

Mathew typed 67 into a keypad. He got it wrong and a colony of over
a million mice surprisingly grabbed them and carried them back to page 13.

Mathew typed 98 into a keypad. He got it wrong so they
received an electric shock causing them to pass out. When they woke
up they were back on page 13.
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Page 15

Mathew typed 92 into the keypad the draw bridge lowered.
"Yes)" they screamed. The ran up a spiral staircase, assuming that was
where Count Algebra kept King Decimal. At the top of the stairs there
was a door that surprisingly didn't have a lock) They opened the door.
They had found King Decimal about to be disintegrated by Count Algebra.
"Gh no)" They cried.
"What?!" Count Algebra stuttered. "How did you get past all my
questions-especially the last one?! No one else has been able to before!"
"Well, we knew 44+2=46, so we multiplied 46 by 2, which was 92,
so Q was 92!"
"Good job, children!" King Decimal congratulated. "Now pleaseHELP!"
Mathew and Addem were cornered by Count Algebra's henchmen
while Sumantha escaped. She ran to the machine that was going to
disintegrate King Decimal, and realized there was another algebra
question! "Gh, no!"
"BWA HA HAl" Count Algebra laughed.
"C'mon, Sumantha, you can do it! You're awesome at this!" Addem
shouted.
She took a deep breath and read the question. "A+14=12x12! This
is gonna be hard-BUT I know 12x12 is 144, so know I need to subtract 14
from 144 to find out what A is!"
Page 16
t

Choo"se Your ftn2f. Adl'enture:
Tht"S l"s 2 m2tter of L!fr 2nd "DrA111!
144-14 equals....
122: Page 18

130: Page 20

134: Page 19

Page 17

Sumantha slowly typed 122 into the machine, but suddenJy
realizing she made a mistake, she watched as the machine disintegrated
poor King Decimal.
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Page 18

Sumantha typed 134 into the machine. She slowly realized she
made a mistake, and her friends were eaten alive by his henchmen.
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Page 19

Sumantha typed 130 into the machine. She got it right
and Count Algebra and his henchman started to disappear.
"NOOOOOOOOO!" Was Count Algebra's last word as he
faded from view.
Quickly Sumantha grabbed Count Algebra's scepter as he
disappeared.
"y AY!" they cried, "We saved King Decimal and defeated
the evil Count Algebra!"
"And now we know how to do algebra," Addem and Mathew
added, "but how did you know the answer?"
"I knew 12x12=144, so I needed to subtract 14 from 144
(the question was A+ 14=12x12), which was 130, so A=130!"
They high-fived each other and were given the scepter as
a reward. "Now, you can live in Count Algebra's castle," King
Decimal said, "but consider re-decorating it."
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